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The state of Ohio’s Death Penalty law needs to be reformed in order to successfully carry out 
proper execution of rightfully convicted inmates.  
 
According to the Ohio Attorney General’s Office, Capital Crimes Annual Report, 53 death row 
inmates have been executed under Ohio’s current law. According to the Ohio Department of 
Rehabilitation and Execution, a total of 141 death sentences remain active. In the most recent 
execution, of Dennis McGuire, which took place on Jan. 16, 2014, it took 25 minutes for the drugs 
to take effect. The combination of painkiller and sedatives used on McGuire had never been used 
before in a process later labeled “cruel and unusual punishment.” New drug combinations are 
being investigated for future executions but an ongoing drug shortage and questions over 
dosages make the entire lethal injection process difficult to carry out.   
 
A large challenge in reforming Ohio’s execution procedures revolves around clearly defining guilt 
or innocence for convicted inmates. A total of nine men have been exonerated from Ohio’s Death 
Row, according to the report, “A Crumbling Institution: Why Ohio Must Fix or End the Death 
Penalty,” published by Ohioans to Stop Executions (OTSE). The three men, Ricky Jackson, 
Kwme Ajamu, and Wiley Bridgeman, were sentenced to death for the 1975 murder of Harold 
Franks. In 2014, the primary witness in the Franks case recanted his testimony; the three men 
spent nearly 105 years in prison.  
 
Questions over drug options and innocence are not the only thing keeping Ohio’s Death Penalty 
on hold. Several proposals and bills about executions in the state of Ohio are also in the works. 
 
State Sens., Bill Seitz, a Republican from Cincinnati and Sandra Williams, a Democrat from 
Cleveland are working on several proposals to revise Ohio’s Capital Punishment law “with the 
goal of improving fairness to defendants and boosting the public’s confidence in it,” according to 
an article published by My Daily Tribune, the measures would implement some of the 56 
recommendations from a state task force which that year proposed extensive reform the state’s 
three-decade-old law.   
 
Among Seitz and Williams is one bill dealing with the execution of inmates who are mentally ill (a 
relative term that is hard to define with 100 percent certainty) and another related to costs of 
Death Penalty cases.  
 
Ohio must examine alternative means to lethal injection if it will continue using Capital 
Punishment. The issues brought up by Seitz and Williams reflect the dark side of the law that is 
tainted by human error. In light of the new bills, new procedures and protocols must be 
implemented in order to eliminate mistakes made during conviction if Capital Punishment is going 
to withstand reform. If Ohio’s Death Penalty law can successfully obtain lethal injection drugs and 
decipher between guilt and innocence of convicted inmates (if we can fix all the issues), the 
Capital Punishment law should stand.  
 


